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Abstract — This paper presents design and prototype implementation of an FPGA-Based multiple output and multi-functional generator for ultrasonic cleaning machines. The complete generator design has two operating modes named as manual and automatic. The digital part of the complete design including frequency and PWM-controlled pulse generator and display driver unit to monitor power levels of four independent ultrasonic cleaning tanks has been implemented on a single FPGA core. As a result, four independent and fully-parallel cleaning process control have been achieved by way of the proposed modular design architecture. The main scientific contribution of this paper is to advertise a novel resonance frequency detection algorithm called as “two-step iterative resonance frequency detection”. As a result, capturing the resonance frequency for automatic operation mode becomes fast and precise. The paper also addresses the advantages of the FPGA based solution when compared to the traditional microcontroller-based counterparts. The new modular design also reduces the design complexity and provides flexibility to designer in case of different applications. The manual operating mode of cleaning system’s digital implementation consumes 65% of logic capacity while the automatic operating mode’s consumes 98% on a single Altera Cyclone-II FPGA having 5K of logic elements (LE).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The term ultrasound is defined as mechanical oscillations whose frequencies are beyond the range of human hearing [1]. Cleaning with ultrasonic is based on using the high frequency sound waves to form millions of bubbles inside a liquid to cause explosion by vacuum energy named as cavitation, on surface of the objects placed inside a cleaning tank [2]. The cleaning technology is under development because of changing regulations and increasing ecological concerns. For instance, cleanliness has become important issue especially in electronic industry [3]. Ultrasonic cleaning systems are generally used to clean jewellery, watches, dental and medical instruments, lenses, and electronic parts of industrial equipments [1], [3]. Ultrasonic cleaning method has better cleaning effect when compared to traditional chemical based cleaning and physical methods [4].

Frequency, power and degassing time controls of cleaning process keep important in designing ultrasonic cleaning systems [2]. So far, microcontroller based generator implementations have been preferred by designers. Different approaches about Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) generators based on microcontroller and Field Programmable gate Array (FPGA) can be reached in the literature [2], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, few of them can directly be related to ultrasonic cleaning such as [2], [4], [5]. A microcontroller based solution for ultrasonic cleaning systems has also been introduced by the authors of this paper previously in [5]. But, it has been realized that microcontroller based approaches can’t be sufficient when multi-functional implementations are requested by customers. In addition, an FPGA based solution developed by authors presents two important advantages which cannot be accomplished by traditional microcontroller based solutions [2]. One of them is to reduce the step size for frequency adjustment as low as 5Hz for 48 KHz ultrasonic transducers to be able to catch the resonance frequency more precisely. The second one is to achieve independent and fully parallel multiple cleaning process control [2].

The contribution of this paper is to handle the drawbacks realized in earlier works about microcontroller and FPGA based ultrasonic cleaning systems existing in the literature [2], [5]. This study consists of a unique multiple-output frequency and PWM controlled ultrasonic generator digital implementation in a structural fashion using Very High Speed Integrated Circuits Hardware Description Language (VHDL). Although this structural design has some new functions, logic capacity utilization has remained almost the same as that of the earlier FPGA based work, [2]. In addition, it offers two different runtime operating modes of operation named as manual operating mode and automatic operating mode by updating its VHDL code only. That means more flexible hardware design on a single FPGA core. Moreover, a novel two-step iterative resonance frequency detection algorithm is also proposed to avoid undesirable effects arising from unstable cleaning tank loadings and some other physical factors during ultrasonic cleaning process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Design architecture of the complete generator system is given in Section II. Section III explains the manual and automatic operating modes of the system. The related algorithms of the software are explained in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks and discussions are given in Section V.

II. DESIGN ARCHITECTURE

Block diagram of the complete system is shown in Fig. 1. The electronic hardware of the complete ultrasonic cleaning system consists of five different sections as follows:

1) FPGA based control panel consists of a digital control circuit which includes an FPGA core, seven segment displays, push buttons and switches. FPGA core is responsible for producing 8-PWM digital signals to drive four independent and fully parallel power driver units with frequency and duty cycle controls, for monitoring recent power levels of related cleaning tanks, and for controlling the mixed-signal feedback unit. All
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these digital hardware functions are designed as modular VHDL component blocks and embedded on a single EP2C5T144C8 Altera Cyclone-II FPGA device. Realization of all these control processes only on a single FPGA core is a new approach in ultrasonic cleaning machine designs, and can be considered as one of the contributions of this paper.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the complete cleaning system

2) Signal conditioning/isolation unit includes a special optocoupler circuitry which is responsible for providing isolation between FPGA based digital control panel and ultrasonic power units. It converts the digital PWM signals obtained from FPGA core to a specific voltage range to be able to safely drive the power MOSFETS located in the DC-AC converter part of the ultrasonic power unit as shown in Fig. 2.

3) Mixed-Signal feedback unit is responsible for recovering the runtime resonance frequency of the cleaning system. Runtime frequency of the cleaning system may change during the cleaning process due to unstable tank loadings. These shifting effects make the usage of a feedback unit necessary during the cleaning process. It is important to note that earlier works of the authors didn’t have any feedback unit implemented by using FPGA hardware. However, in an earlier study of the authors, it has already been advertised for 28 KHz ultrasonic cleaning system using a microcontroller. This paper, however, advertises an FPGA based new advanced frequency recovering technique, which can be considered as the main contribution of this study.

4) Transducer assemblies of the cleaning tanks are the very last stage of the complete cleaning system. Each transducer assembly has multiple ultrasonic transducers connected in parallel, and having the same natural resonance frequency of 48 KHz.

5) Ultrasonic power unit is used to generate amplitude-modulated sinusoidal signal to be applied to the ultrasonic transducer assemblies located under the cleaning tanks. A 48KHz, 1000Vpp modulated- sinusoidal signal is obtained from DC full-wave rectification of 220V main voltage. The conceptual circuit of the ultrasonic power unit is shown in Fig. 2.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the PWM signal pair having amplitude of 3.3V obtained from PWM generator module is converted to the PWM signal pair having amplitude of 15V by using an opto-coupler driver circuitry. The opto-coupler driver is used for isolation between digital and analogue power parts of the complete cleaning system. Note that there should be a safety dead band between PWM pulses as shown in Fig. 2. The dead band usage is necessary to avoid power mosfets’ switching at the same time because of the possible delay effects on the pulse transition regions. A 0-15V non-overlapped PWM signal pair is used to drive power mosfets in the half-bridge style of DC/AC converter. The obtained signal from the transformer secondary in the converter circuit is a distorted square-wave shape signal, which must be filtered by using a LC filter. By filtering, undesirable high frequency components are removed from the signal and final amplitude modulated sinusoidal shape signal with 100Hz of modulating frequency is obtained to be applied to the transducer assembly as depicted in Fig. 2. There is also a current transformer connected in series between transducer assembly and transformer secondary for sampling purpose as can be seen in Fig. 2. When the resonance condition exists, maximum current value is observed from the current transformer. Secondary output of the current transformer is a voltage which should be in a sufficient range to be able to drive the mixed-signal feedback circuit.
III. MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC OPERATING MODES

The developed generator system includes two different operating modes named as manual operating mode and automatic operating mode. Differences between manual and automatic operation modes are based on the style of determining the runtime resonance frequency of the complete cleaning system. In other words, manual recovering of runtime resonance frequency is named as the manual operating mode.

The hardware structure of manual operating mode is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of three separate circuits which are called and numbered as PWM generator module(1), monitoring module(2) and debouncing module(3). These circuits are designed in a manner of component style in VHDL code to be implemented on a single FPGA core. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the mentioned modules above are used multiple times in the complete system. The functions of these modules can be explained as follows:

1) PWM generator module is basically responsible for generating PWM signal pairs and providing power and frequency controls. This module is used four times to drive relevant ultrasonic power unit of cleaning tanks. Clock, reset, frequency up/down, power up/down are defined as inputs and PWM signal pairs, display data outputs are defined as output ports of the top level design. Local oscillator of the FPGA core is used to obtain the necessary clock signal when generating PWM signals through a clock divider VHDL code.

2) The monitoring module is used for monitoring the runtime power levels defined by PWM generator modules of the related cleaning tank. The operation of this module is based on time division multiplexing manner to authorize four different seven segment displays sequentially. This method had to be chosen due to limited numbers of port pins available on the FPGA development board used. Therefore, a common data path is assigned to seven segment displays on the control panel.

3) A debouncing prevention module usage is necessary because of push-buttons that are used for manual runtime power and frequency controls during the cleaning process.

The structure of the other operation mode so called the automatic operating mode is shown in Fig. 4. In this mode, the runtime resonance frequency capturing is done automatically. Automatic operating mode has an additional module called as feedback module when compared to the manual operating mode, and provides us runtime resonance frequency capturing of the cleaning system by using its own analog/digital converter hardware assigned one for each cleaning tank assembly. Each analog/digital converter is positioned in one of mixed signal feedback units of the complete system as shown in Fig. 1, and used for sampling the output signal current of related ultrasonic power unit. Digitally converted feedback information obtained from each analog/digital converter is processed by the double stage iterative resonance frequency detection algorithm in the VHDL feedback module. The related algorithm is described in detail under the algorithms section of this article.

Moreover, runtime controls of the analog/digital converter are implemented by a VHDL feedback module, which uses a special read control algorithm written according to the timing information given in the ADC0804’s datasheet. The control signals named as cs, wr, rd are assigned as i/o port definitions of VHDL code to read the related analog/digital converter.

Automatic operating mode includes four PWM
generator modules, two debouncing modules and one monitoring module similar to the manual operating mode except an additional feedback module which is used four times. Runtime power level of cleaning system is also controlled manually by the control push buttons. Therefore, a debouncing module is used for preventing possible debouncing problems during power-up and power-down controls.

Fig. 3. Structure of the manual operating mode
IV. ALGORITHMS

This section describes unique algorithms and flow diagrams of digital modules implemented on a single FPGA core belonging to the proposed ultrasonic generator system. Each algorithm is explained one by one using its own flow diagram below:

1) The PWM generator algorithm with manual runtime power and frequency control is shown in Fig. 5. The PWM generator algorithm is implemented in a VHDL process block and based on a simple counter structure. There can be seen that a basic power on reset method is used for determining initial values of local variables, of which usage is necessary during the design. For this purpose, asynchronous reset technique is preferred.

Besides, some local variables to represent reference points in counter process are assigned to determine the duty cycle and period information of PWM signal pair and the amount of dead band between signals. The related local counter variable is increased whenever an event occurs on the rising edge of the controlling clock signal. PWM signal pair is generated by suitable assignments according to the results of the comparison between counter variable and reference points.

On the other hand, power mosfets existed in the power circuit of the system may be in their transition region at the same time because of possible delay effects caused by gate-source capacitances of these two power mosfets. Therefore, a safety dead band usage between PWM signals is necessary to avoid this problem. Thereby, a safety mosfet switching in turn can be guaranteed. Otherwise, the DC high power supply becomes short circuited through mosfets’ source-drain path at a moment, which is a serious problem.

2) Manual runtime power and frequency control algorithm is also shown in Fig. 5. Asynchronous reset is also used in this algorithm to obtain assignments of initial values for local variables. Frequency and power increase/decrease controls of PWM signal pair are implemented by this VHDL algorithm. The PWM generator algorithm and frequency/power control algorithms are realized as two separate processes to accomplish concurrent operation. The control algorithm is based on an enable check and related adjustments on local variables depending on power up, power down, frequency-up, frequency-down conditions. Afterwards, power levels and set values which represent reference points in counter process are updated and transmitted to the PWM generator process block to be involved in runtime operation.

On the other hand, it was noticed from the earlier work that frequency adjustment had caused unwanted variation on runtime power level of the cleaning system because of...
PWM generator algorithm based on a common counter. This paper also proposes a solution to reduce this effect. According to this new approach, the reference points described by duty-cycle information of PWM pair are refreshed only once when frequency control button is pressed twice. Although this approach reduces the problem with acceptable deviation range, it couldn’t be eliminated completely.

3) As mentioned before, debouncing circuit usage is necessary to avoid undesirable effects caused by push-button switches used on the digital control circuit. Pushbutton switches on the control panel are mechanical devices. When pressed, the switch may bounce back and forth several times before settling down. These debounces lead to glitches on the control signal and usually settle down within 20ms [9].

The preferred debouncing VHDL algorithm which is not given in this article includes a Moore type finite state machine and a free-running timer. The timer generates a strobe signal every 10 ms and finite state machine uses this information to keep track of whether the input value is stabilized as described in [9].

4) Control panel of the cleaning system has four seven segment displays. Each of them contains seven segments and a dot segment. These displays are operated in time division multiplexed manner. This method reduces the usage of FPGA I/O pins from 32 to 12.

Fig. 5. Flow diagram of PWM generator and manual runtime power and frequency control algorithms

The monitoring algorithm has the similar structure with debouncing algorithm. It also depends on a finite state machine, but this time Mealy type finite state machine is used because of the display data inputs received from PWM generator modules. Monitoring algorithm uses a simple 18-bit counter. Flow diagram of the monitoring algorithm is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen in finite state machine part of the flow diagram that the most significant two bits of the counter are used for enable selection to obtain time multiplexing [9]. Active-low enable signal generation subpart is also designed for this purpose. Display data inputs received from PWM generator modules to be assigned to the display data output of monitoring module are used in state assignments of the finite state machine. If the refreshing rate of time-multiplexing is fast enough, the human eye perceives as if all displays are lit concurrently. Human eye can’t distinguish on and off transitions of seven segment displays when refreshing rate is around 800Hz [9]. For this purpose, other bits of the counter are used for dividing clock signal obtained from local oscillator running at 50 MHz.

5) Feedback module of the complete cleaning system is implemented by using a unique algorithm named as two-
step iterative resonance frequency detection algorithm. This algorithm which is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, is an advanced version of the authors’ earlier works [2], [5], and is developed in order to detect the variable resonance frequency observed due to the unstable tank loadings and various other physical reasons in ultrasonic cleaning systems. One of these earlier works presents a microcontroller based solution named as “self resonance frequency capture algorithm” [5]. In the other study, an FPGA based recovering solution was also advertised by the authors [2]. However, the proposed FPGA based two-step iterative resonance frequency detecting algorithm here has better performance in terms of runtime tracking speed and capturing accuracy.

The proposed algorithm consists of two basic parts; Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) controller part as shown in Fig. 7 and two-step iterative recapturing part as shown in Fig. 8. The ADC controller part of the algorithm includes two subparts called as “clock divider” and “ADC timing controller”. The clock divider subpart is responsible for generating control signal at an appropriate speed value for the ADC (ADC0804). The clock divider uses the local oscillator existing on the FPGA core. The frequency dividing process is implemented by using a basic counter as shown in clock divider flow chart.

The two-step iterative recapturing part of the algorithm consists of two consecutive runtime process called as “resonance frequency recapturing process” and “running at resonance frequency process”. The proposed cleaning system starts to work in recapturing process when the cleaning system is powered on. Once the resonance frequency is captured then the cleaning system proceeds to run at resonance frequency process and keeps the running phase for a specified period described by the VHDL code uploaded on the FPGA memory.

Resonance frequency recapturing process is achieved in the calculating sum of samples subpart of the two-step iterative recapturing flow chart, as illustrated in Fig. 8. One of the local variables described as resonance frequency is used for switching the runtime process between recapturing and running at resonance frequency processes. As can be seen in the related flow diagram, there is a simple loop used for getting and calculating sum of the samples transmitted by analog/digital converter existed in mixed signal feedback module at a certain period of time determined by the code. The sum value obtained as a result of the mentioned loop is compared to a local variable named as “max” which stores the runtime maximum sum value of the calculation loop mentioned above. As a result of this comparison, the current values of “max” and “resonance_freq” local variables are either remained the same or refreshed with the new values.

In a similar manner to the runtime process, resonance frequency recapturing process includes a consecutive two-step sweeping operation. These are named as “fast tracking of runtime frequency band” and “detailed tracking of runtime frequency band” as shown in related subparts of Fig. 8. During the sweeping operation, algorithm firstly enters into its fast tracking mode. The operating frequency band of the system is swept quickly with large step intervals. Frequency step interval can be updated according to the requirements of a specific application. Sweeping process starts from the upper and goes to the lower frequency set values. After the sweeping, the determined resonance point is compared with the lower and upper points of runtime frequency band. If the captured point is close to the ends of sweeping range less than 1 KHz, the resonance frequency value will be fixed 1KHz close to the upper or lower limit of the frequency band. Finally, local variables related with sweeping and runtime processes such as “upper_limit”, “lower-limit”, “fast_tracking” and “max” are updated to be used in detailed sweeping process.

The detailed sweeping process of the algorithm consists of similar stages with the fast sweeping process except the
size of step intervals and frequency band to be swept. Detailed sweeping process is implemented with small step intervals less than 50Hz for 50 MHz main clock case. Namely, the resonance point of the complete cleaning system is precisely searched around the possible resonance point captured during the fast tracking operation mode.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, the state of running at resonance frequency part of the algorithm starts working right after the determination of the captured resonance frequency of the cleaning system. The cleaning machine works at the determined resonance frequency for a specified period. The length of the working time at the resonance frequency can be updated according to the requirements of the application by intervention on the VHDL code. The sampling rate in calculating sum of samples subpart of the algorithm can also be updated.

Fig. 7. Flow diagram of ADC controller algorithm
Fig. 8. Flow chart of the two-step iterative resonance frequency detection algorithm
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

In conclusion, design and prototype implementation of an FPGA-based multi-functional ultrasonic generator system with two operating modes named as manual and automatic was achieved. Figure 9 shows the digital only design summary of the manual operating mode of the cleaning system. As can be seen in Figure 9, although some new functions and runtime blocks have been added to the earlier FPGA based work [2] such as power and frequency controls are employed separately, the logic capacity utilization was remained almost the same by way of the proposed modular hardware design here.

The power level control as well as the frequency control for each cleaning tank can also be adjusted independently. These flexible power and frequency controls are done by enabling the corresponding switches assigned one for each cleaning tank. Therefore enabled tanks are only controlled together if desired. It is important to note that for a common frequency and power level control case, the levels for each tank starts from its own latest set value. For instance, there are nine different power levels for this design, and when one step event on a common push button switch increases the power level of tank-1 from 5 to 6, it also increases the power level of tank-2 from level 2 to 3 at the same time. However, the tanks which are not enabled are not affected during this control event.

The design summary of the automatic operating mode is shown in Figure 10. The two-step iterative resonance frequency detection algorithm which is faster and more precise than that of the earlier work was developed and implemented for this operating mode. It can be seen that the logic capacity utilization of this mode is much higher than that of the manual operating mode.

Implementation of recapturing resonance frequency and running at resonance frequency in the form of a continuous loop provides more efficient cleaning process. Moreover, two-step frequency sweeping idea provides advantages in terms of accuracy and speed for the tracking operation. Hence, time consuming caused by sweeping the complete frequency band in detail and the error margin caused by the coarse sweeping are both reduced when compared to the authors’ earlier works published.

The photo of the completed prototype ultrasonic generator system is shown in Figure 11. The FPGA based digital control panel board, power units and mixed signal feedback circuit can be seen in this photo. Experimental works on the prototyped cleaning system for each of the manual and automatic operating modes have also been done successfully.

A similar study focusing on frequency tuning of ultrasonic transducers is reported in the literature [10]. Although it is not a real implementation, it presents a three-step frequency capturing algorithm. When compared to our study, the following differences should be highlighted. The operating frequency and frequency sweeping range is much higher than that of ours, which is between 2.02 MHz and 2.27 MHz. Therefore the target application is different since our work is focused on 48 KHz ultrasonic cleaning processes. While the finest frequency step in [10] is 10 KHz, ours is less than 50 Hz. One other important difference is the method of sampling. [10] uses voltage sampling while our work uses current sampling, which is much more accurate way of feedback in this kind of specific application. The last important difference is related to design complexity. It is believed that using a CORDIC generator core will make the design more complex, however our proposed method is much simpler and practical.

Fig. 9. Design summary of manual operating mode

Fig. 10. Design summary of automatic operating mode

One common question can come in to the readers’ or designers’ mind that was it really necessary to use FPGA for such an implementation? The answer is not simple because it depends on your choice. If you use a very fast microcontroller and like to write a software program in serial fashion, then you may of course implement this design without using an FPGA. In this case, it will be harder to make some necessary changes in the program when necessary. Because, commands are executed sequentially in a microprocessor-based software. On the other hand, using an FPGA and especially preferring structural design methods in VHDL code will allow designer to separate concurrent processes from each other
resulting in an easier modifications in the code and reconfigurations even in hardware level. The advantages of FPGA-based systems are well presented in [11]. Moreover, not only our work but also some latest papers advertise FPGA usage in multiple PWM generation in power electronics area such as [12], [13], [14], [15].
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